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a wayfinder is a special type of waystone. a wayfinder is set into a wayfinder ring, which can then be worn on the head.
the wayfinder ring also serves as an amulet of safe passage, helping a character cross bogs and other natural obstacles.
an ioun stone can function as a wayfinder, but more usually grants a +2 circumstance bonus on survival checks, as the
wayfinder does. likewise, a wayfinder itself will function as an ioun stone, but with a +2 circumstance bonus on survival

checks. an ioun stone has two primary abilities that can be augmented with the use of a wayfinder : a safe passage
ability that gives the character a +2 circumstance bonus on survival checks to avoid bogs and other natural obstacles,
and a natural armor ability that causes the character to deal damage when hit by non-magical weapons. safe passage:

when used to cross a bog, bogs or other natural obstacle, the character gains a +2 circumstance bonus on survival
checks. an ioun stone grants a +2 circumstance bonus on survival checks to avoid bogs and other natural obstacles.
this circumstance bonus stacks with the bonus granted by a wayfinder, though the two bonuses do not stack for the

same check. for instance, the character may have a +2 circumstance bonus from a wayfinder, and a +2 circumstance
bonus from an ioun stone; the character gains a +4 circumstance bonus on survival checks when trying to cross a bog.

when a wayfinder is set into a wayfinder ring, it functions as a ioun stone with a +2 circumstance bonus on survival
checks.
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